Introduction
Fire Token is a deflationary BEP-20 that uses the reflection model to benefit
holders and guarantee the project longevity. What makes Fire Token different
from the rest of the BEP-20 is that it has a built-in mechanism to guarantee
funding for marketing and does not have Safemoon issues with the Liquidity
Pool Tokens.

Reflection Model
The reflection model is a clever mechanism that taxes sellers to reward holders.
Fire token taxes sellers, also known as paper hands, by 6%:

Holders of Fire token can be rewarded simply by holding the token by 2% of
every transaction, which is a form of in-wallet staking that does not require
tokens to be locked.
Fire token depends on Pancake swap liquidity pools to have a market. To guarantee that there is always liquidity for fire token, there will be a 2% tax that
will be used to add FIRE and BNB back to the pancake liquidity pool.
Lastly, there will also be a 2% fee on transactions (seller) that will be directed
to the marketing fund. The tokens on this fund will be 100% used to grow the
project. Weekly polls will be done initially on Telegram to decide in what to
spend on from paid youtubers to NYC billboards. FIRE pretends to build one of
the greatest brands in the crypto world. The project will explore a myriad of
marketing strategies, from branding creation to guerrilla marketing.

Security
Most projects in the Binance Smart Chain at this moment from 1 million to 1
billion market cap are all forks, to not say copy and paste, of Safemoon. Fire
Token did use Safemoon contract as base but we removed several functions
that served no purpose and fixed a security vulnerability.
Safemoon and all their forks have functions that give them power to exclude
addresses from getting rewards and also to not pay fees. They also have functions that allow them to update the fees, which means that in theory Safemoon
& Co could increase the liquidity fee to 100% and force all transaction value to
be added to the pancake swap liquidity pool. This combined with the fact that
they designed their contract to receive the new minted liquidity pool tokens,
it allows them to at any time
do a rug pull. Most forks are
forced to renounce ownership to fix this issue, which
can have long term consequences. Fire token removed
all functions related to this to
keep it’s users safe. Fire token
does not allow the owner to
update the value fees nor to
exclude accounts from fees or
rewards. Also new minted liquidity pool tokens go directly
to the burn address, which
makes Fire token unrrugable. All of this can be checked
in the contract, which makes
Fire token the safest deflationary reflection asset to date.

We have decided to keep the supply at 1 billion tokens so prices remain readable to holders. Our dev wallet will start at 5% of the total supply. However, 2%
will be used for burn events and 1% will be allocated for airdrops to increase
adoption. At the end, we will have a dev wallet of 2%. The burn wallet will start
with 30% of the supply, which means it will burn 30% of the tax rewards and
grow by 2% of every transaction forever. This ensures that as volume increases
Fire token deflationary rate also increases.

Funds are Safu
ANTI-SNIPER MECHANISM
NEW MINTED LP TOKENS GO DIRECTLY
TO THE BURN ADDRESS
OWNERSHIP RENOUNCED
DEV WALLET (2/5% LOCKED)
FAIR LAUNCH

Our contract does not allow anyone to purchase the token until we allow trading. Once allowed, trading can no longer be disabled. This will prevent bots to
get tokens before anyone else when liquidity pools are created. Ownership will
be renounced after we remove the whale mechanism 24 hours after trading is
allowed, if we renounce right away we lose the ability to remove whale mechanism. The Dev wallet will be locked for 2 months to ensure tokens will not
be dumped at launch (this will be done before trading is allowed via dx sale).

Marketing Fund
Most projects rely on donations to fund their marketing. Instead, Fire token will
use the sellers to fund our marketing instead of relying on our holders. We will
have an address dedicated solely for marketing purposes, which anyone will
be able to track. In fact, all transactions in this wallet can easily be verified in
the blockchain. Every week, there will be a poll in which community members
will vote on how to spend the funds in this account. This is very important as
without exposure, exchange listings and events, holders get quite irritated and
move to other coins. This account will ensure that Fire Token will always have
enough funding to grow it’s community. Some of the marketing funds can also
be used for charitable purposes if the community votes for it. In reality, FIRE
aims to give power to the community to control how the marketing should be
planned and made.

Dev Wallet
The Dev wallet will start with 50M tokens, these tokens won’t be locked as
the team plan to use 20,000,000 tokens to be burned over time. The plan is to

burn 1,500,000 in every 10 million market cap increase until we burn a total of
20,000,000. We think this is a fair way to compensate the marketing fund sells.
From this wallet, the team is also putting aside 10,000,000 for community token
airdrops, we feel that the best, most creative and helpful community members
deserve to be rewarded. So, to do so, we plan to do an airdrop to 350 random
community members through a referral contest. More details will be announced soon in our website and social media channels.

Roadmap

1 million market cap
BSC Scan profile

....................................................................

Our roadmap will be done based on market cap because many applications
require the project to have a certain size to be accepted. The goals under each
market cap only START once the specific market cap is achieved not beforehand. In case the coin drops from the market cap, the applications will still be
worked on.
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5 million market cap
Blockfolio Application (This
requires holders to upvote)
Tech Rate Paid Audit *
UniRocket (Trading bot)

WhiteBit Listing
Application *

.....

.....

300 million market cap

.....
NYC Billboard *
Hotbit listing application *

.....

1 billion market cap
Binance Application *

Trust Wallet Application (condition we have 2500 holders
and 5000 transfers)
Delta Wallet Application

.....

.....

50 million market cap

3 million market cap

.....

10 million market cap
Coin Market Cap Application
CoinGecko Application
AMA
PooCoin Ads *
Hacken audit *

100 million market cap

Register as LLC (Team will become public as well)
Certik Audit *

500 million market cap
Research potential use cases
Celebrity endorsement

